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About This Game

Become a spelling ace or just beat the highest score in this arcade spelling contest. The game will challenge you with maximum
of 100 words from its dictionary and your goal is to figure them all within 120 seconds. Once you beat the round you will earn

the time bonus and get a new challenge. How far can you go?

You can compete with other players via Steam Leaderboards system.
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Title: Ace Of Words
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
ZeroBit Games
Publisher:
Ocean Media LLC
Release Date: 13 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 1 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB VRAM

Storage: 80 MB available space

Sound Card: Direct Sound compatible

English
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Possibly the sexiest game I own. Very relaxing and calming. Even if your mind can't handle a puzzle, the sound of the rope
tightening and the paint splatters is enough to justify buying it. Serously. It is fantastic. Seriously.. not worth it. This is a bad
game. I hate to say this, but this is a bad game and an even worse adventure game.

I still like Nina and Max is alright, but it was a struggle to power on through this game. Most of the situations are totally abstract
which the developers use to excuse their needlessly odd solutions to puzzles. The "minigames" all have the option of easy or
difficult. Easy is tedious and boring and difficult is the same, but you have to do it longer. Oh and this game is weird.

I sigh, but I suppose if you are a Secret Files fan, like myself, you will buy this game anyway, but if you're looking for a good
adventure game and figure this is a recent one from a company with a pedigree, it's a mistake. Take a look at The Next Big
Thing or Deponia instead.. Either it's too difficult or I'm a lousy detective. There're some bad moments, clumsy animations and
poorly made models. The game's age is not an excuse.

Локализация хороша только голосом Ливанова. В ней хватает ошибок и опечаток, некачественной актерской игры и
значительного несоответствия субтитров произносимым фразам. Голос Лестрейда вообще ужасен и неестественнен..
Ie\u0161komi aktyv\u016bs \u017eaid\u0117jai, b\u016btinai lietuviai! D\u0117l \u012fstojimo i aljans\u0105 kreipkites i
RopkeLTU
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Finally! A card game that has no storyline and no multiplayer! You can make up your own story and let the imagination flow.
No multiplayer = you are the best and no one needs to cheat to best you. The training teaches you the basics and I understand
how it is to have English as a 2nd or 3rd language. However, it turned out to be fun to read (not laughing at mistakes, but the
way humor presented itself). You can then easily figure out what to do and edit your deck accordingly. Then you get excited
over new cards and new levels of cards! And I LOVE grinding! So hooray to having lots of opponents to train on and practice
your skills.

Can this game be better? I already think it is good for its price. It offers way more content than some other games for the same
pricing. BUT if the Creator chooses to expand on some areas, that is their choice.

Thank you for making this game - I can't wait to play more of it. :))). Awesome for an early access game. Gets hard after a few
levels. Highly recommend. My computer was strained trying to run these amazing graphics. However, from what little I could
play, I recommend this game to those can run it.. Module has been discontinued, and ED are offering refunds.

https:\/\/www.digitalcombatsimulator.com\/en\/support\/faq\/685\/#3303375

Do not purchase.. I really recommend this game for 4 - 6 year olds. It's a very good game for kids to learn to use the mouse and
also the puzzles are for that age. However this game might not be good enough for older kids or kids who are already good with
the mouse.
Longevity: 5
Fun: 8
Educational: 7
Positivity + Equality: 8
Replayability: 6

. Not a terrible game, but certainly could use some work - but I suppose that's why we're here!

The movement controls are awkward and buggy at best, and the combat is a relatively simple point-and-click. The soundtrack,
however, is great and the story is decent enough to have kept me interested all the way through my first playthrough. I definitely
enjoyed the game and will likely play it more in thedays to come. It's a great game to use to take a break from more intense
MMOs.. A pretty simple but fun game. If you want to test your reflexes and speed and find out if you would have survived the
wild west this is a good casual game. My only complaint is that, while the height of the holsters can be adjusted, their angle
cannot. This makes the way you have to hold the controllers a bit awkward and not natural. If they added the angle adjustment
this would be a much better game.

I did find that you can accidentally drop "toss" your guns in such a way that they cannot be retrieved so you have to restart the
level to get the guns back.

There is not a lot of depth but if you want a quick casual game and have the right expectations, I believe you will enjoy it. This
could be a pretty good little party game with some of the above improvements.

However, until they fix these issues I cannot recommend it. If they do then I would not hesitate if the price is kept low..
Absolutely happy to dish out a few extra bucks to support a smaller but very competent developer, especially when it directly
perpetuates their content.

Looking forward to the ongoing releases Overhype.

Also a thank you for inadvertently introducing me to The Black Company novels.... someone said my account is going to be
locked up tomorrow. I like how the game was developed. Great puzzle game, however , way TOO HARD! Its unfortunate
because this has some real potential. Since I bought it for 99c I wasn't too upset, but I can't finish it. Sad....
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